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Pictured above: The Petie Vanity Sub Miniature
Camera made by Walter Kunik K.G of West
Germany c1956. As a sub-miniature camera
using 16mm film to produce 14x14mm

exposures, the camera inserts into a literal
"compact" housing complete with mirror, face
powder compartment and lipstick. Area to the
right of the lens pops open to reveal mirror and

powder while the knob to the right is the
lipstick. It’s uncertain whether this was an item
fulfilling a demand or the kind of gift that got
exchanged right after the holidays. Today, it’s

highly collectible.

ARISTOTELIAN TRAGEDY IN ATLANTA SANTA’S WORKSHOP When Jeff
Roffman first set up a Santa’s workshop-type photo studio in Atlanta, Georgia, he
was surprised by the number of young sobbing clients in each session. He was
doubly amazed to find parents absolutely in love with the pictures. Roffman’s client
list has grown by word-of-mouth and the enterprising photographer has since
added more activities and refreshments for children and adults. What started as
photos gone wrong are now among Atlanta’s sought-after holiday keepsakes.

Are Roffman’s images comedy or tragedy? Aristotle thought tragedy was serious
while comedy explored the trivial. A true tragedy was defined as the downfall of
someone through some error of judgement, a plot reversal that should arouse pity
in the audience. While each of the sitters pictured might consider visiting Roffman
an error in judgement, the parents likely see it as trivial. Does this call for pity? We
guess it depends on your point of view.

Sources
“Disastrous” Santa sessions a hit with clients” by Jeff Kent in Professional Photographer,
November 2017, ppmag.com/news/for-goodness-sake

TEARY XMAS

Mick Jagger, 1977

mailto:news@phsc.ca
https://ppmag.com/news/for-goodness-sake
https://www.facebook.com/PHSCPhotographicHistoricalSocietyofCanada/
https://www.instagram.com/p.h.s.canada/
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The annual Show and Tell opportunity for forgotten and curious
photography items you’ve already bored your friends with.

All presenters welcome.
Wednesday, December 18, 2019 at 8:00pm

The Burgundy Room of Memorial Hall in the basement of
5120 Yonge St, North York, Ontario

Free Admission
Questions? info@phsc.ca
More info at www.phsc.ca

AShowandTell
AND SILENT AUCTION

with cookies

info@phsc.ca

PHSC PRESENTS

www.phsc.ca

mailto:info@phsc.ca
https://www.phsc.ca
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PHOTO BOOK 101 BY SONJA PUSHCHAK

Norwegian Conceptual Portraiture has its Privileges

The 1970s was a revolutionary time in the history of
photography. Not only was themechanically-captured image
finally being accepted as an art form, a historiography of
photography was coalescing in academic circles. Scholars
were moving away from photographers as master
practitioners of technical advances and visual evidence to
concentrate on what the photograph itself meant. Issues of
originality and reproduction, truth and falsehood gave rise to
cutting-edge photographers like Cindy Sherman, Jeff Wall,
Gillian Wearing and Gregory Crewdson. Their narrative work
raised questions about socially-accepted conventions, cues
and social codes, to argue for more ambiguity in interpreting
significance and readability.

As we near the end of the first quarter of the twenty-first
century, it’s easy to see how Norwegian photographer Anja
Niemi (1976- ) fits into the above-mentioned photographic
tradition. Niemi, educated at the London College of Printing
and Parsons School of Design in Paris and New York, has
long acted as her own subject in sumptuously enigmatic
images that make use of North American and European
symbology. She has just published a retrospective volume, In
Character, in 2019. One can appreciate the similarities
between Niemi, and Sherman and Crewdson, in particular.

However, while their work tends to play on middle-class
dysphoria, Niemi’s images seem to question how we read
the conditions of the privileged classes. We are drawn to the
elegance of her photographs at the same time as we sense
an atmosphere of self-imposed isolation and posturing in
the face of moral emptiness. Both pleasing and
discomforting, her conceptual portraiture makes good use
of recognizable art and advertising tropes.

It shouldn’t be ignored that some of Niemi’s work evokes
an askew American dream. Yet her willowy acquiescent
women, clad in wrangler chic with elaborate platinum
hairdos, still seem to struggle to find their role in the present
and their direction for the future. With confidence placed in
the magical properties of hair colour and frontier style,
energies are devoted to being compelling on the surface. The
faces of Niemi’s women are rarely seen and perhaps that’s
for the best; we dread seeing what humanity might not be
there.

Sources
Anja Niemi Photography www.anjaniemiphotography.com
Anja Niemi: In Character Thames & Hudson (2019)
thamesandhudson.com/anja-niemi-in-character-9780500545119

http://www.anjaniemiphotography.com
https://thamesandhudson.com/anja-niemi-in-character-9780500545119
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CAPTAIN COOKERY BY SONJA PUSHCHAK

Behind theWallpaper of The Pursuit of Venus [Infected]

Long before Black Mirror, Dr. Who, and even streaming
services or network television, Britain had a taste for exotic
realities. Richard D. Altick figures it all started with the
Cosmorama, an up-scale eighteenth-century peep show
that offered tiny oil paintings placed behind lenses with
mirrors to create unusual perspectival effects. From there,
spectacle amusements in London got bigger. Mechanical
pictures like the Eidophusikon, alongside painted
transparency and magic lantern shows like the
Phantasmagoria fulfilled some of the demand. But Robert
Barker was on to something when he painted a 360 degree
replication of the city of Edinburgh on cylindrical walls and
charged admission. The Panorama proved so popular,
Barker’s patented entertainment managed a run of nearly 75
years.

If there’s a method to capitalism’s madness, it’s that any
good production idea can mutate to appeal to other market
niches. The aristocracy thought the Barker effect was
genius and could afford to have panoramic painters in to
recreate a city or wilderness for eye-catching walls in drop-
dead dining rooms. But the merchant class also coveted this
lush way of decorating. Before the English wallpaper tax
was lifted in 1836, only those who could truly afford it sent
away to the best printing houses of Europe for wallpapers
that simulated painted scenes. The French firm of Joseph
Dufour et Cie became renowned for such work and one of
its big sellers was the 1804 Sauvages de la Mer Pacifique.
Captain Cook’s first voyage was its subject, as he followed

planet Venus to Tahiti for navigational data, visiting
Australia and New Zealand on the way home. His trip was
still in living memory as the wallpaper acting as his journal
became a luxury good for discerning walls.

Maori artist Lisa Reihana took issue with the
fictionalized account of Cook’s interactions with the
indigenous that the popular Dufour wallpaper perpetuated.
The original fantasy had little in common with the lands
Cook actually encountered. Neither did the figures peopling
the scenes. They not only sported a hodgepodge of Ancient
Greek and North American attire, the population was shown
in frozen complacent repose, not in the often complicated,
confrontational and sometimes violent conflicts that arose
between Cook and his men. Reihana’s 64 minute ultra HD
video aptly addresses the misconceptions on an
impressively panoramic screen. Part reproduction and part
recorded live-action scrolling past viewers, her film
successfully blurs the boundaries between photography and
the original illustrator’s imagination while setting the
wallpaper on course with the historical record. It is easily the
best thing you’ll see at the AGO, or any other gallery, this
year.

Sources
In Pursuit of Venus [infected] by Lisa Reihana (2015-2017). Ultra
HD video (colour, sound, 64 min.). AGO until March 29, 2020.
The Shows of London: A Panoramic History of Exhibitions, 1699–
1862 by Richard D. Altick (1978).

Pursuit of Venus [infected] by Lisa Reihana, 2015-2017 (installation view),
Ultra HD video (colour, sound, 64min), photo by Brad Coleman.

https://ago.ca/exhibitions/lisa-reihana-pursuit-venus-infected
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A recent news scrum with Toronto Police
Chief Mark Saunders had the chief citing
AirPods as responsible for rising pedestrian
fatalities on the streets of Toronto. For those
who don’t own a pair, AirPods are wireless
Bluetooth earbuds manufactured by Apple, a
relatively recent means of enjoying music and
receiving phone calls. It seems oddly redundant
to describe what they are to a readership that in
large part may be already aware. But it appears
to be necessary as Police Services, City Hall
and city councillors seem to be confusing the
AirPod with another type of listening device: the
hearing aid. That is because, according to
Police Services own database, 65% of the 370
pedestrians killed between 2007 and 2018
were at least 55 years old, unlikely to have been
wearing or even owning AirPods at the time
they were hit and killed by car drivers. However,
it is quite reasonable to assume that people in
this demographic are major purchasers and
users of hearing aids.

Putting aside authority’s tired media strategy to blame
victims (when was the last time a pedestrian hit and killed a
car), it’s become distressingly apparent that Toronto has a
problem with pedestrian fatalities, especially those involving
seniors. So far in 2019, 28 pedestrians have been hit and
killed by car drivers, with 23 of those over 55. Most of these
deaths have occurred in suburban boroughs, where
suburban councillors are reluctant to reduce speed limits or
blame bad drivers. In collision reports between 2008 and

2012, 67% of those injured pedestrians also had the right of
way. While jaywalking has been cited as a reason for
escalating fatalities (defined as any pedestrian crossing less
than 30 metres from the nearest legal crosswalk), Toronto’s
Municipal Code stipulates that if there are no crosswalks, it’s
legal for pedestrians to cross mid-block. At the same time,
the Municipal Code states that drivers are obligated to take
“all due care to avoid a collision.” But as older people cross
suburban streets with high speed limits, where councillors
seem uninterested in installing crosswalks, car drivers are

not being held to account for what amounts to
dangerous driving, resulting in the death of those
on foot.

Older suburbanites, who have been part of a
car culture since their teens, are the ones who
have voted for pro-car councillors in their wards.
They have chosen representatives who are
reluctant to enforce speed limits, licence
suspension or advocate for serious criminal
charges. Yet, should those constituents happen
to be out on the street instead of in their vehicles,
they will, ironically, end up killed by their fellow
drivers. It’s apparent all are confused as to who
is actually dying out there. Maybe it’s time
photography stepped in to clear things up. At the
top right of this page you will find AirPods;
hearing aids on the bottom left. Want to know
your chances of coming home alive? You might
want to check what you’ve stuck in your ears.

THE TORONTO FILE BY SONJA PUSHCHAK

When Photography Can Really Come in Handy



The old folks at PHSC labs were recently taken aback
by the continuing popularity of small 35mm point-and-shoot
cameras. Indeed, the 1970s produced a number of
memorable fixed-lens film burners, and the prettiest of
these were the full-frame Olympuses, whose family ranged
from top-line, spot-metered, coupled rangefinder versions to
the no-fuss Trip 35 model. While in our youth we may have
dismissed the Trip 35’s zone-focussing and lack of manual
exposure control, a recent outing with one gave us new
respect, and shed some light on why Olympus sold several
gazillion of these over the
years.

Just about the best thing
about the Trip is that it needs
no batteries to do its job. A
nifty, sparkly, faceted ring
around the Zuiko lens houses
the mother of all selenium cells
that runs the auto-exposure
system, with its internal
microprocessor-free steam-
powered logic. Our test sample
showed admirable ability to
cope with various light
situations. If some backlight
compensation is required, the
camera ISO setting can be

reduced to trick the meter into squirting more light on the
film. And if the camera feels you’re not providing enough
light, it gives you the big red finger, right across the
viewfinder!

Speaking of viewfinders, the Trip’s large bright-line
finder will better your pricey mirrorless-wonder digital in
most ways. Slightly disconcerting, though, is the view of the
40mm lens’s barrel that pokes into the bottom right corner
of the viewfinder.

The 40mm f2.8 lens
performed admirably, although
testing with ISO 400 film
reminded us how terribly
grainy this medium was and is.
Architectural and close-up
shots revealed a complete lack
of geometric distortion - no
software correction required!

And then there is the trick
peephole, a tiny little “screen”
visible to the bottom right of
the viewfinder image. This little
window shows the exposure
and focus settings without
removing one’s eye from the
viewfinder. Cute.
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW BY DAVID BRIDGE

Cute baby OlympusTrip 35 in the foreground, the “daddy” Olympus 35 RC in the background. Trip 35 courtesy Bob Atkinson.

Straight lines, contrast, sharpness: don’t try this with
your cellphone.

Olympian Performancewith the Point-and-Shoot Olympus
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WEB LINKS COMPILED BY DAVID BRIDGE

Light in the West: Photographers of the American
Frontier 1860-1880, Michael Blackwood
Productions

torontopl.kanopy.com/video/light-west

When photography was in its infancy, the American
West was still a frontier; and, for a period of about fifty
years, the two interacted in a complex and fascinating
way. Dramatic subject matter in the West became
accessible to photographers just when the newly-
discovered wet-plate process enabled them to work
outdoors. LIGHT IN THE WEST rediscovers this
empire through the eyes (and camera lenses) of the
extraordinary people who were the first
photographers to venture west. At a time when
making photographs was as difficult as traveling in
uncharted wilderness, these men truly were pioneers.

Thismonth a look at some photo history related programming available from from Kanopy.com. This streaming video
provider offers a variety of FREE content, available via your library card. In Toronto, set up an account at
torontopl.kanopy.com/login

John Szarkowski on Ansel Adams: Speaking of Art,
Checkerboard Film Foundation

torontopl.kanopy.com/video/john-szarkowski-ansel-
adams-speaking-art

"Szarkowksi's thinking, whether Americans know it or
not, has become our thinking about photography." - US
News & World Report, 1990. In this lecture on Ansel
Adams, Szarkowski tackles the deeper significance of
Adams' work beyond his enduring popularity as an
environmental pioneer and rhapsodist of the American
West. "Adams did not photograph the landscape as a
matter of social service, but as a form of private
worship. It was his own soul that he was trying to save.
He was confessing to a private knowledge that is almost
surely incommunicable but that he was nevertheless
obliged to attempt to photograph."

The Life and Work of Frank Hurley,
Part of the Series: Great Explorers
Series, Chip Taylor Communications

torontopl.kanopy.com/video/life-and-
work-frank-hurley

"Frank Hurley's pictures bring an ill-fated
Antarctic voyage back to life - absolutely
first-rate photojournalism by a
cameraman who had no reasonable
expectation of survival." -TimeMagazine.
"In black and white and Paget, an early
color process, Hurley chronicled the
(Shackleton) expedition's small story
before its epic disasters." - National
Geographic "

https://torontopl.kanopy.com/video/light-west
https://torontopl.kanopy.com/login
https://www.kanopy.com/product/john-szarkowski-ansel-adams-speaking-art
https://torontopl.kanopy.com/video/life-and-work-frank-hurley
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Our talks are free and open to the public on the third Wednesday of every month, from September to
June, in the Burgundy Room of the Memorial Hall, in the basement of 5120 Yonge St, North York,
Ontario. Presentation at 8:00 pm unless otherwise specified. Presentations are subject to change.

PHSC PRESENTS

PHSC EVENTS
CONSIGNMENT AUCTION
ALL BUYERS WELCOME!

SELLERS! DUE TO HIGH DEMAND, RESERVE
YOUR SPACE TO SELL ITEMS

All items to be pre-vetted to ensure a high-quality auction
email auction@phsc.ca
Sunday, March 15, 2020

ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION #101
3850 Lake Shore Blvd. West, Toronto
Items accepted 8:30am to 10:00am

View Items 10:00 to 11:00 Auction starts at 11:00am
Free admission & parking
Clint Hryhorijiw - Chairman
Details at www.phsc.ca

SPRING FAIR
Sunday, May 31, 2020

TRIDENT HALL

145 Evans Avenue, Toronto (Etobicoke)
(south of the Gardiner,

east of Islington Avenue)
10:00am to 3:00pm

Admission $7 / Students free / Free parking
Mark Singer - Chairman - fair@phsc.ca

A DOUBLE-BILL SEASON OPENER
September 18, 2019
Horst Herget will speak on figure work in wet plating,
while John McQuarrie will discuss the tools and apps
used in producing his Then & Now book series.

A SUPER 8 HALLOWEEN!
October 16, 2019
Terry Lagler brings fabulously cheesy horror movies to
our screen for an evening of free popcorn, scary
snacks and some great vintage-style merch!

THE CLOSED DARKROOM OF THE EAST:
HISTORICAL JAPANESE PHOTOGRAPHY
WITH CELIO BARRETO
November 20, 2019
As a society closed off from the world for 200 years,
Japan had its challenges integrating new visual
technologies. Celio Barreto returns to reveal more of
the photographic mysteries of this intriguing period
and its images.

CHRISTMAS BLOWOUT
December 18, 2019
Our annual Xmas party, Show and Tell, Silent Auction
and gift exchange along with seasonal refreshments.
No admission and everyone welcome.

URBAN EXPLORATION
WITH A CAMERA
January 15, 2020
Chris Luckhardt presents on his book about urban
exploration photography. Hear excerpts from his
adventures and trials in capturing the photographic
jewels of the city.

mailto:auction@phsc.ca
mailto:fair@phsc.ca
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Vi: So Dot, party lizard that you are, what will you be wearing
this season?

Dot: Cellophane.

Vi: Costume ball, is it? Going as a Florida Orange Growers’
gift basket?

Dot: Vi darling, you can be obtuse. 1934 has been declared
the year of the cellophane dress. According to Harper’s
Bazaar, “Designers are plunging their shears into this
fantastic material.”

Vi: No kidding?

Dot: I never kid about fashion. And neither does Hollywood.
Carole Lombard and Norma Shearer are wearing cellophane
to the hottest Hollywood receptions.

Vi: A trifle breezy?

Dot: Think of it as an accent fabric. It makes a great cape or
sheath over a gown. And it’s rather cheap in comparison to
silk or satin.

Vi: Any disadvantages?

Dot: It rips like there’s no tomorrow and you make an
irritating noise when you walk.

Sources
“Cellophane Fashion” by Wolfgang Wild, Considerable.com (2019).

Norma Shearer publicity still against a cellophane
backdrop, c1934.

Miss Harriette Eriksen stops traffic in downtown
Washington as she appears in “A Girl In Cellophane,” 1933.

Carole Lombard, shownwearing a shiny, cellophane
backless dress with long train, c1934.

VI AND DOT
Look throughwhat’s
transparent in Tinsel Town.



LARRY TOWELL
Vintage Prints
November 9 - December 21, 2019
Stephen Bulger Gallery
1365 Dundas Street, Toronto, ON
www.bulgergallery.com
This survey exhibition highlights Larry
Towell’s impressive 40 year career in
photography.
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THE CLASSIFIEDS

Galleries

Camera Shows

Exhibitions

Wildlife Photographer
of the Year 2019
November 23, 2019 - March 29, 2020
Royal Ontario Museum
100 Queen’s Park, Toronto, ON,
The longest-running and most
prestigious nature photography
competition in the world returns to
the ROM for the seventh year in a row.
Whether you’re a nature lover,
aspiring photographer, or simply love
a perfectly captured moment, you will
appreciate the talent and technical
expertise required to photograph
such rare and surprising glimpses of
the diverse life on this planet.
www.rom.on.ca/en/exhibitions-
galleries/exhibitions/wildlife-
photographer-of-the-year-2019

Ongoing

Postcard ShowBooks

The latest Graflex Journal is available
for download at journal.graflex.org.
Plus ongoing calls for articles and for
contemporary photography utilizing
Graflex cameras. Contact Ken Metcalf
atmetcalf537@aol.com

Boris Spremo, C.M.
Photojournalist by Boris and
Ludmila Spremo
This book lays out Spremo’s life
history in stories and photographs
published by Ludmila Spremo and
daughters Sandy and Diana. His
tenacity at staying with an
assignment long after other
photographers led to many a scoop.
Book design and production by
Kinetics Design.
12x9 inch, 366 pp, illustrated in B&W
and colour, hard cover price is $50.00
plus shipping ($20 for one copy or
$25 for two).
To order by email, go to
contact@borisspremo.com

Where Angels Come to Earth:
An Evocation of the Italian
Piazza by Vincenzo
Pietropaolo and Mark Frutkin
This lovingly illustrated volume of
over 100 original photographs
harmonized with lyrical prose,
unearths the hidden riches in urban
settings and cultural spaces. With a
foreword by urban designer Ken
Greenberg, who calls the book
"critical to our times" as we rethink
our cities.
Originally $79.95, the publisher will
offer the book online at a discounted
$59.95 (plus $3.00 GST), until
December 31, 2019. Shipping is free.
To order online, go to
accenti.ca/product/angels.

Toronto
Postcard Club
39th Annual
Show

February 23, 2020
Japanese Canadian Cultural Centre
6 Garamond Court,
Toronto M3C 1Z5
Canada’s largest postcard show with
40 tables of vendors. See history’s
cultural curiosities preserved in
images sent through the mails. Free
parking and an on-site snack bar with
TTC access via the 100 Flemingdon
bus. www.torontopostcardclub.com

Camerama
Camera Show
Sunday, January 19, 2020
9:30am to 2:30pm
Edward Hotel, North York,
185 Yorkland Boulevard,
Toronto ON M2J 4R2
Camera .. Lenses .. Darkroom ..
Binoculars .. scopes .. Collectibles ..
Video .. Digital .. images, etc.
Admission $7 - Free Parking
Contact Gary 905 550-7477 or email
torontocamerashows@gmail.com
Facebook.com/TorontoCameraShows

https://www.bulgergallery.com/exhibitions/61-upcoming-larry-towell-vintage-prints/overview/
https://www.rom.on.ca/en/exhibitions-galleries/exhibitions/wildlife-photographer-of-the-year-2019
https://journal.graflex.org
mailto:metcalf537@aol.com
mailto:contact@borisspremo.com
https://accenti.ca/product/angels
https://www.torontopostcardclub.com
mailto:torontocamerashows@gmail.com
https://Facebook.com/TorontoCameraShows

